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Generative Design 2012-08-22
generative design is a revolutionary new method of creating
artwork models and animations from sets of rules or algorithms by
using accessible programming languages such as processing
artists and designers are producing extravagant crystalline
structures that can form the basis of anything from patterned
textiles and typography to lighting scientific diagrams sculptures
films and even fantastical buildings opening with a gallery of thirty
five illustrated case studies generative design takes users through
specific practical instructions on how to create their own visual
experiments by combining simple to use programming codes with
basic design principles a detailed handbook of advanced strategies
provides visual artists with all the tools to achieve proficiency both
a how to manual and a showcase for recent work in this exciting
new field generative design is the definitive study and reference
book that designers have been waiting for

Generative Design 2018-10-30
generative design once known only to insiders as a revolutionary
method of creating artwork models and animations with
programmed algorithms has in recent years become a popular tool
for designers by using simple languages such as javascript in p5 js
artists and makers can create everything from interactive
typography and textiles to 3d printed furniture to complex and
elegant infographics this updated volume gives a jump start on
coding strategies with step by step tutorials for creating visual
experiments that explore the possibilities of color form typography
and images generative design includes a gallery of all new artwork
from a range of international designers fine art projects as well as
commercial ones for nike monotype dolby laboratories the
musician bjork and others
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Generative Design with p5.js 2018-06
新しいデザインプロセス ジェネラティブデザイン がもっと身近に オンブラウザでprocessingを手軽に実行するた
めのjavascriptライブラリ p5 js を用いて 生成的でアルゴリズミックなビジュアル表現へと読者を導く一冊 大型
本 generative design の基礎パート basic principles のみを抜き出し p5 jsに対応した再編
集版

GENERATIVE DESIGN 2016-02-24
ビジュアルデザイン プログラミングによるまったく新しいデザイン体験 デザイン アートのためのプログラミング環境
processing とgenerative designライブラリを用いて プログラミング未経験者でも簡単に 生成的 創
発的なビジュアルを生み出せる

Code as Creative Medium「コード・アズ・クリエイティ
ブ・メディウム」 2022-01-15
アーティスト デザイナー 非理工系学生に向けたプログラミング教育の智慧 その30年分の集大成 学生に出す効果的な学習
課題の例 技術的な練習問題をまとめたエクササイズ そしてアート デザイン領域でのプログラミング学習を牽引してきた先
駆者たちの声を多数掲載

ビューティフルビジュアライゼーション 2011-10-28
巨大なデータを視覚化し真相と新しい解釈を表現

バリュー・プロポジション・デザイン 顧客が欲しがる製品やサービスを創る
2015-04-16
日本で8万部突破 30カ国以上で出版された世界的なベストセラー ビジネスモデル ジェネレーション 小社刊 の続編が遂
に登場 本書の概要 こんな皆さんに バリュー プロポジション デザイン をお勧めします 価値創造という仕事のプレッシャー
に押しつぶされそう 実のない会議やばらばらなチームにうんざり 期待された目玉プロジェクトで大失敗してしまった いい
アイデアだったのにうまくいかなかった がっかり など 自分が売りたい商品 ではなく 顧客が欲しがる商品 を 価値創造の
パターン を理解する 本書を読めば 価値創造のパターン を目に見えるようにすることで 顧客にとってなにより大切な やる
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べき仕事 ペイン 痛み ゲイン 利得 をズバリと解決するような提案が顧客にできるようになります つまり利益の出るビジネ
スモデルを上手にデザインすることができるようになります オンライン版の支援ツールについて ツールにアクセスするには
本書の購入証明が必要になります 登録の際 電子書籍版を購入された方も select your book format で
printed book を選んでください 本書に沿って秘密の質問にお答えいただくことで アクセスが可能になります 秘
密の質問で記載されているページは 本書に印刷されているページです 電子書籍のビューワで表示されるページではありませ
んのでご注意ください また サイトはすべて英語表示となります ご了承ください 本電子書籍は同名出版物を底本として作成
しました 記載内容は印刷出版当時のものです 印刷出版再現のため電子書籍としては不要な情報を含んでいる場合があります
印刷出版とは異なる表記 表現の場合があります 予めご了承ください プレビューにてお手持ちの電子端末での表示状態をご
確認の上 商品をお買い求めください 翔泳社

FORM+CODE 2011-04-23
本書は すべてのクリエイティブな分野におけるソフトウェアの利用について詳細に紹介しています グラフィックデザイン
タイポグラフィ データマッピング アート デジタルファブリケーション インタラクティブメディア ゲーム 人工知能 人工
生命 およびすべての新しいメディア 表現に現れる かたち から 過去60年にわたって300点以上の重要な作品を 素晴
らしいビジュアルとともにまとめています

Data-driven Graphic Design 2017-07-06
digital technology has not only revolutionized the way designers
work but also the kinds of designs they produce the development
of the computer as a design environment has encouraged a new
breed of digital designer keen to explore the unique creative
potential of the computer as an input output device data driven
graphic design introduces the creative potential of computational
data and how it can be used to inform and create everything from
typography print and moving graphics to interactive design and
physical installations using code as a creative environment allows
designers to step outside the boundaries of commercial software
tools and create a set of unique digitally informed pieces of work
the use of code offers a new way of thinking about and creating
design for the digital environment each chapter outlines key
concepts and techniques before exploring a range of innovative
projects through case studies and interviews with the artists and
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designers who created them these provide an inspirational real
world context for every technique finally each chapter concludes
with a code section guiding you through the process of
experimenting with each technique yourself with sample projects
and code examples using the popular processing language
supplied online to get you started

Design for CNC 2017-10-02
design diy and computer controlled fabrication are a powerful
combination for making high quality customized things written by
the founders of the architecture design and research firm filson
and rohrbacher this book takes you through the basics of cnc
fabrication the design process production and construction of your
own furniture designs through their atfab series of projects
accompanied by an overview of digital techniques and design
thinking this book introduces the knowledge and skills that you ll
find widely applicable across all kinds of cnc projects not only will
you learn how to design fabricate and assemble a wide range of
projects you ll have some great furniture to show for it while 3d
printing has been grabbing headlines high school college library
and other public makerspaces have been making things with cnc
machines with a cnc router you can cut parts from strong tactile
durable materials like wood once you have your design and
material you can set up your job and let it run when it s done you
can put the project together for an heirloom of your own while 3d
printing can make exciting things with complex designs cncs are
the digital workhorses that produce large scale long lasting objects

Computational Design 2021-07-25
new computational design tools have evolved rapidly and been
increasingly applied in the field of design in recent years
complimenting and even replacing the traditional design media
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and approaches design as both the process and product are
changing due to the emergence and adoption of these new
technologies understanding and assessing the impact of these
new computational design environments on design and designers
is important for advancing design in the contemporary context do
these new computational environments support or hinder design
creativity how do those tools facilitate designers thinking such
knowledge is also important for the future development of design
technologies research shows that design is never a mysterious non
understandable process for example one general view is that
design process shares a common analysis synthesis evaluation
model during which designers interact between design problem
and solution spaces understanding designers thinking in different
environments is the key to design research education and practice
this book focuses on emerging computational design environments
whose impact on design and designers have not been
comprehensively and systematically studied it comprises three
parts the history and recent developments of computational
design technologies are introduced in part i the main categories of
technologies cover from computer aided drafting and modelling
tools to visual programming and scripting tools for algorithmic
design to advanced interfaces and platforms for interactions
between designers between designers and computers and
between the virtual environment and the physical reality to
critically explore design thinking especially in these new
computational design environments formal approaches to studying
design thinking and design cognition are introduced and compared
in part ii drawing on literature and studies from the 70s to the
current era part iii concludes the book by exploring the impact of
different computational design technologies on design and
designers using a series of case studies conducted by the author
team building on their close collaboration over the past five years
the book offers new insights into designers thinking in the rapidly
evolving computational design environments which have not been
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critically and systematically studied and reported in the current
literature the book is meant for design researchers educators and
students professional practitioners and consultants as well as
people who are interested in computational design in general

Software Visualization 2003-04-30
software visualization from theory to practice was initially selected
as a special volume for the annals of software engineering anse
journal which has been discontinued this special edited volume is
the first to discuss software visualization in the perspective of
software engineering it is a collection of 14 chapters on software
visualization covering the topics from theory to practical systems
the chapters are divided into four parts visual formalisms human
factors architectural visualization and visualization in practice they
cover a comprehensive range of software visualization topics
including visual programming theory and techniques for rapid
software prototyping and graph visualization including distributed
programming visual formalisms such as flowchart event graph and
process communication graph graph oriented distributed
programming program visualization for software understanding
testing debugging and maintenance object oriented re design
based on legacy procedural software cognitive models for
designing software exploration tools human comprehensibility of
visual modeling diagrams in uml uml extended with pattern
compositions for software reuse visualization of software
architecture and architecture for better understanding visual
programming and program visualization for music synthesizers
drawing diagrams nicely using clustering techniques for software
engineering
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Recreation Programming 2008
used in numerous universities throughout the united states canada
australia and new zealand this book provides programming
insights for educators practitioners and students the book will
present readers with the vital tools necessary in providing
successful programs for their patrons

Design, Visual Communication and
Branding 2022-02-17
this book highlights how digital communication has brought about
changes in branding namely in design the media communication
languages the relationship with audiences experience design
behaviour culture and brand management mechanisms on the
other hand as it argues artificial intelligence has opened the door
to other ways of dealing with big data and communicating with
mass audiences through the customization of messages or a one
to one logic overall the book shows that the intersections between
digital communication and artificial intelligence point towards a
new reality in brand communication which includes computer
vision pattern recognition and changes in the design business and
in the way communication design and branding are done

Deleuze and Design 2015-06-08
drawing on a range of contributors case studies and examples this
book examines how we can think about design through deleuze
and how deleuze s thought can be re designed to produce new
concepts it taps into the emerging networks between philosophy
as an act of inventing concepts and design as the process of
inventing the world
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ジェネラティブ・アート 2014-11
ロジカルにカオスと戯れる それがジェネラティブ アート アーティストのためのプログラミング言語 processing
を使って 美しく予測不可能な ジェネラティブ アート をスケッチしよう

Generative Art 2019-12-15
generative art algorithms as artistic tool presents both simple
programming concepts and generative art principles in the same
book generative art a relatively new form of art is the art of the
algorithm where an artist must carefully design the nature of the
work and then implement it as a computer program this book
presents a set of novel approaches to this subject existing books
on this subject confront the topic through the lens of programming
this book does that but also presents approaches to creating art
using art and design best practices content is arranged according
to the problem that is to be solved readers will have access to
code used in the book through the book s web site and video
tutorials are also available for each chapter

Interaction Design 2018-01-25
interaction design explores common pitfalls effective workflows
and innovative development techniques in contemporary
interaction design by tracking projects from initial idea to the
critical and commercial reception of the finished project the book
is divided into six chapters each focusing on different aspects of
the interaction design industry exploring design projects from
around the world the authors include examples of the processes
and creative decisions behind apps games and websites
responsive branding complex large scale services interactive
museum installations targeted promotions digital products which
influence real world situations each case study includes behind the
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scenes development design work interviews with key creatives
and workshop projects to help you start implementing the
techniques and working practices discussed in your own
interaction design projects from immersive tourist experiences to
apps which make day to day life easier the detailed coverage of
the design process shows how strategists creatives and
technologists are working with interactive technologies to create
the engaging projects of the future

Research Methods for the Digital
Humanities 2018-11-04
this volume introduces the reader to the wide range of methods
that digital humanities employ and offers a practical guide to the
study interpretation and presentation of cultural material and
practices in this instance the editors consider digital humanities to
include both the use of computing to understand cultural material
in new ways and the application of theories and methods from the
humanities to interpret new technologies each chapter provides a
step by step guide to cutting edge methodologies so that students
can make informed decisions about the methods they use consider
ethical practices follow practical procedures and present their
work effectively readers will develop practical and reflexive
understandings of the software and digital devices that they study
and use for research and the book will help new researchers
collaborate and contribute to their scholarly communities and to
public discourse as contemporary humanities work becomes
increasingly interdisciplinary and increasingly permeated by and
with digital technologies this volume helps new researchers
navigate an evolving academic environment humanities and social
sciences students will find this textbook an invaluable resource for
assessing and creating digital projects
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DRHA2014 Proceedings / Full Papers
2014-06-16
a dazzling look at the artists working on the frontiers of science in
recent decades an exciting new art movement has emerged in
which artists utilize and illuminate the latest advances in science
some of their provocative creations a live rabbit implanted with
the fluorescent gene of a jellyfish a gigantic glass and chrome
sculpture of the big bang pictured on the cover can be seen in
traditional art museums and magazines while others are being
made by leading designers at pixar google s creative lab and the
mit media lab in colliding worlds arthur i miller takes readers on a
wild journey to explore this new frontier miller the author of
einstein picasso and other celebrated books on science and
creativity traces the movement from its seeds a century ago when
einstein s theory of relativity helped shape the thinking of the
cubists to its flowering today through interviews with innovative
thinkers and artists across disciplines miller shows with verve and
clarity how discoveries in biotechnology cosmology quantum
physics and beyond are animating the work of designers like neri
oxman musicians like david toop and the artists in residence at
cern s large hadron collider from nanoart to big data miller reveals
the extraordinary possibilities when art and science collide

Colliding Worlds: How Cutting-Edge
Science Is Redefining Contemporary
Art 2016-08-31
comprising of the proceedings of the sixth international
conference on harmonisation between architecture and nature the
papers deal with topics such as building technologies design by
passive systems design with nature cultural sensitivity life cycle
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assessment resources and rehabilitation as well as many others
this book follows five successful meetings which started in the new
forest uk in 2006 then followed in the algarve 2008 a coruna 2010
kos 2012 and siena italy 2014 eco architecture signifies a new
approach to the design process intended to harmonise its products
with nature this involves concepts such as minimum use of energy
at each stage of the building process taking into account the
amount required during the extraction and transportation of
materials their fabrication assembly building formation
maintenance and eventual future recycling the adaptation of the
architectural design to the natural environment is another
important issue the book will be of interest to architects engineers
planners physical scientists sociologists and economists and
contained within these proceedings are case studies from many
different places around the world topics covered consist of design
with nature energy efficiency tall buildings and environment
ecological impacts of materials biomaterials bioclimatic design
water quality green facades ecological education and training
adapted reuse transformative design sustainability indices in
architecture bioclimatic design and passive systems recycle reuse
reduce and recovery mixing it up and building flexibility
architectural visualisation and new techniques building information
modelling

Eco-Architecture VI 2019-05
this book presents an overview of the convergence of traditional
letterpress with contemporary digital design and fabrication
practices reflecting on the role of letterpress within the emergent
hybrid post digital design process contributors present historical
and contemporary analysis grounded in case studies and current
practice the main themes covered include the research on
letterpress as a technology and medium a reflection on the
contribution of letterpress to arts and design education and
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current artistic and communication design practice merging past
present and future digital fabrication processes this will be of
interest to scholars working in graphic design communication
design book design typography typeface design design history
printing and production technologies

数学から創るジェネラティブアート 2021-11-09
anyone can code the art and science of logical creativity
introduces computer programming as a way of problem solving
through logical thinking it uses the notion of modularization as a
central lens through which we can make sense of many software
concepts this book takes the reader through fundamental
concepts in programming by illustrating them in three different
and distinct languages c c python and javascript key features
focuses on problem solving and algorithmic thinking instead of
programming functions syntax and libraries includes engaging
examples including video games and visual effects provides
exercises and reflective questions this book gives beginner and
intermediate learners a strong understanding of what they are
doing so that they can do it better and with any other tool or
language that they may end up using later

Post-Digital Letterpress Printing
2020-11-23
this 10 volume compilation of authoritative research based articles
contributed by thousands of researchers and experts from all over
the world emphasized modern issues and the presentation of
potential opportunities prospective solutions and future directions
in the field of information science and technology provided by
publisher
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Anyone Can Code 2014-07-31
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the third
international conference on distributed ambient and pervasive
interactions dapi 2015 held as part of the 17th international
conference on human computer interaction hcii 2015 held in los
angeles ca usa in august 2015 jointly with 15 other thematically
conferences the total of 1462 papers and 246 posters presented at
the hcii 2015 conferences were carefully reviewed and selected
from 4843 submissions these papers address the latest research
and development efforts and highlight the human aspects of
design and use of computing systems the papers accepted for
presentation thoroughly cover the entire field of human computer
interaction addressing major advances in knowledge and effective
use of computers in a variety of application areas this volume
contains papers addressing the following major topics designing
and developing intelligent environments natural interaction design
and development of distributed ambient and pervasive
interactions smart devices objects and materials location motion
and activity recognition smart cities and communities and humor
in ambient intelligence

Encyclopedia of Information Science
and Technology, Third Edition
2015-07-21
an informed general readership including students and interested
non specialists academics from business sociology politics
management science and technology studies and emerging fields
such as critical algorithm studies will find it a stimulating and
entertaining read reflective practitioners who are beginning to
question the potential social impacts of their work see current
explosion of tech worker activism
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Distributed, Ambient, and Pervasive
Interactions 2024-03-05
technology has always impacted the practice of fashion design
though fashion and technology have long intersected recent
developments in computation have enabled the adoption of new
methods tools and approaches to design from materials to new
manufacturing processes of the industrial age advancements in
technology have driven forward our understanding of the
aesthetics style and functionality of garments and accessories
fashion and technology provides a conceptual framework for how
new technologies are used in fashion design and shows how they
can be implemented into the design process this practical guide
includes highly visual tutorials that introduce students and
practitioners to designing with electronics such as leds sensors
electroluminescent materials conductive and reactive materials
and digital fabrication technologies such as 3d printing and laser
cutting projects make these innovative materials accessible to
designers and will inspire creative collaborations within studio
practice features highly visual tutorials follow a consistent format
for presenting each technique including descriptions materials and
supplies workspace safety considerations or hazards numbered
steps and finished examples designer interviews and case studies
showcase innovative fashion collections and forward thinking
collaborations a unique chapter on designing with source code
introduces programmatic concepts and terminology for novices
teaching resources instructor s guide provides suggestions for
planning the course and using the text in the classroom with
supplemental assignments and lecture notes test bank includes
sample test questions for each chapter introducing fashion and
technology studio an online tool for more effective study study
smarter with self quizzes featuring scored results and personalized
study tips review concepts with flashcards of essential vocabulary
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watch videos that bring chapter topics and concepts to life

The Economy of Algorithms 2018-03-24
the book presents an up to date overview of c programming with
object oriented programming concepts with a wide coverage of
classes objects inheritance constructors and polymorphism
selection statements looping arrays strings function sorting and
searching algorithms are discussed with abundant practical
examples the book is an essential reference for researchers
students and professionals in programming

Fashion and Technology 2019-05-20
new language visualizes program abstractions clearly and
precisely popular software modelling notations visualize
implementation minutiae but fail to scale to capture design
abstractions and to deliver effective tool support tailored to
overcome these limitations codecharts can elegantly model
roadmaps and blueprints for java c and c programs of any size
clearly precisely and at any level of abstraction more practically
significant productivity gains for programmers using tools
supporting codecharts have been demonstrated in controlled
experiments hundreds of figures and examples in this book
illustrate how codecharts are used to visualize the building blocks
of object oriented design create bird s eye roadmaps of large
programs with minimal symbols and no clutter model blueprints of
patterns frameworks and other design decisions be exactly sure
what diagrams claim about programs and reason rigorously about
them tools supporting codecharts are also shown here to recover
design from plain java and visualize the program s roadmap verify
conformance to design decision with a click of a button this
classroom tested book includes two main parts practice part i
offers experienced programmers software designers and software
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engineering students practical tools for representing and
communicating object oriented design it demonstrates how to
model programs patterns libraries and frameworks using examples
from jdk java 3d junit jdom enterprise javabeans and the
composite iterator factory method abstract factory and proxy
design patterns theory part ii offers a mathematical foundation for
codecharts to graduate students and researchers studying
software design modelling specification and verification it defines
a formal semantics and a satisfies relation for design verification
and uses them to reason about the relations between patterns and
programs e g java awt implements composite and factory method
is an abstraction of iterator

Programming in C++ 2011-04-11
the ebook edition of this title is open access and freely available to
read online our culture has an uneasy relationship with repetition
and sameness on the one hand we find familiarity pleasurable and
soothing on the other we crave novelty and long for a sense of
discovery we blame algorithms intent on selling us more of the
same and on a media industry too greedy to risk investing in
intellectually challenging radically new products sameness and
repetition in contemporary media culture takes a comprehensive
approach that both theorises and historically grounds the idea of
repetition in relation to media as something that is deeply
embedded in our cultural tradition this project received funding
from the carlsberg foundation

Codecharts 2007
over the past twenty years a seismic shift has occurred in jewelry
design and manufacturing as digital design digital model making
and prototyping have elbowed their way into common practice
they have proven themselves to be both invaluable and disruptive
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to the jewelry profession bringing together the perspectives of
artisans educators students mavens from the realm of fine jewelry
renegades from the wild west of the maker movement and
innovators from the digital engineering sector digital meets
handmade addresses a wide range of topics in jewelry design
delving into the broad conversation around how digital
technologies and virtuoso handcraft can coalesce in jewelry as
wearable art while one might expect a collision of cultures fine
jewelry craftspeople versus digital engineers the result instead is a
dazzling array of critical thinking with stunning illustrations that
foretell the future of jewelry

Data Structure Using C 2023-08-02
design safer more efficient bridges with the newest infraworks add
on module autodesk bridge design for infraworks 360 essentials
second edition allows you to begin designing immediately as you
learn the ins and outs of the bridge specific infraworks module
straightforward explanations coupled with hands on exercises help
you get up to speed and quickly become productive with the
module s core features and functions the bridge design module
includes tools and features that go beyond the base software and
this useful guide walks you through the entire design process to
show you how and where functions like intersection optimization
and sightline analysis are best applied compelling screenshots
illustrate step by step tutorials and the companion website
provides downloadable starting and ending files so you can jump
in at any point and compare your work to the pros autodesk is
releasing special modules that expand infraworks functionality
bridge design for infraworks is available to all infraworks users and
provides an extended toolset and interface specifically designed to
streamline your workflow master the bridge tools that go beyond
the base software create new designs and add detail with step by
step tutorials utilize the powerful bridge specific analysis and
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optimization functions import and work with real world data for
more comprehensive design infraworks allows you to incorporate
bim cad gis and other outside data into your project from the start
of the design process and the bridge module provides the focused
tools you need to design safer stronger more efficient bridges if
you re ready to work faster and more efficiently autodesk bridge
design for infraworks 360 essentials second edition is the hands on
guide to this exciting new module

Sameness and Repetition in
Contemporary Media Culture
2021-11-01
training and informational programming has always been an
important application of video and is one of the most important
applications for multimedia the use of technology in training for
industry government health care and education has increased
dramatically in recent years video text graphics animation and
sound are combined in various ways to convey concept attitude
and technical skill designing and producing media based training
examines why how and when you can use technology for training
and describes successful approaches to creating effective
technology based training it describes the instructional design
process scriptwriting multimedia authoring media production and
new technology based training delivery systems among the many
topics covered are training delivery trends the training design
process defining the audience reproduction program design and
production design scripting and storyboarding uses of light and
color written by a highly experienced training consultant designing
and producing media based training will provide training
professionals corporate managers multimedia designers and
producers and videomakers with tools for designing effective
technology based training programs
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Digital Meets Handmade 2015-08-10
the 16th annual international conference on the principles and
practice of constraint programming cp 2010 was held in st
andrews scotland during september 6 10 2010 we would like to
thank our sponsors for their generous support of this event this
conference is concerned with all aspects of computing with
constraints including theory algorithms applications environments
languages modelsand systems we received a wide variety of
submissions each of which was reviewed by at least three referees
referees were chosen for each submission by an initial bidding
process where program committee members chose papers from
their area of interest the range of expertise represented by the
large program c mittee meant that almost all submissions were
reviewed by subject experts on the program committee or by
colleagues chosen by members of the program committee for their
particular expertise papers weresolicitedeither as long 15 page or
short 8 page submissions short paper submissions were refereed
to exactly the same high standards as long paper submissions but
naturally were expected to contain a smaller quantity of new
material thus there is no disti tion in these proceedings between
short and long papers i used the excellent easychair conference
management system to support this process of reviewing and for
the collation and organization of these proceedings submissions
were made either to the applications track or to the research track
therewere101 23short researchtracksubmissionsofwhich36 8short
wereaccepted whichisa36 35 ofshort acceptancerate
applicationstrack submissions received special consideration and
the acceptance rate was sign cantly higher than for the research
track
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Autodesk Bridge Design for InfraWorks
360 Essentials 2012-07-26
modern factories are experiencing rapid digital transformation
supported by emerging technologies such as the industrial internet
of things iiot industrial big data and cloud technologies deep
learning and deep analytics ai intelligent robotics cyber physical
systems and digital twins complemented by visual computing
including new forms of artificial vision with machine learning novel
hmi simulation and visualization this is evident in the global trend
of industry 4 0 the impact of these technologies is clear in the
context of high performance manufacturing important
improvements can be achieved in productivity systems reliability
quality verification etc manufacturing processes based on
advanced mechanical principles are enhanced by big data
analytics on industrial sensor data in current machine tools and
systems complex sensors gather useful data which is captured
stored and processed with edge fog or cloud computing these
processes improve with digital monitoring visual data analytics ai
and computer vision to achieve a more productive and reliable
smart factory new value chains are also emerging from these
technological changes this book addresses these topics including
contributions deployed in production as well as general aspects of
industry 4 0

Designing and Producing Media-Based
Training 2010-08-30
recent developments in computer technology are providing
historians with new ways to see and seek to hear touch or smell
traces of the past place based augmented reality applications are
an increasingly common feature at heritage sites and museums
allowing historians to create immersive multifaceted learning
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experiences now that computer vision can be directed at the past
research involving thousands of images can recreate lost or
destroyed objects or environments and discern patterns in vast
datasets that could not be perceived by the naked eye seeing the
past with computers is a collection of twelve thought pieces on the
current and potential uses of augmented reality and computer
vision in historical research teaching and presentation the experts
gathered here reflect upon their experiences working with new
technologies share their ideas for best practices and assess the
implications of and imagine future possibilities for new methods of
historical study among the experimental topics they explore are
the use of augmented reality that empowers students to challenge
the presentation of historical material in their textbooks the
application of seeing computers to unlock unusual cultural
knowledge such as the secrets of vaudevillian stage magic hacking
facial recognition technology to reveal victims of racism in a
century old australian archive and rebuilding the soundscape of an
iron age village with aural augmented reality this volume is a
valuable resource for scholars and students of history and the
digital humanities more broadly it will inspire them to apply
innovative methods to open new paths for conducting and sharing
their own research

Principles and Practice of Constraint
Programming - CP 2010 2020-03-18
presents an illustrated a z encyclopedia containing approximately
600 entries on computer and technology related topics

New Industry 4.0 Advances in
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Industrial IoT and Visual Computing for
Manufacturing Processes 2019-01-24

Seeing the Past with Computers 2009

Encyclopedia of Computer Science and
Technology
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